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Robotime

Material : wood, wind-up unit 
Package Size ( l x w x h) : 
14” x 9.3” x 1.8”
Package Contents : 
laser cut wood sheets, wind up unit 
(select models)
Assembled Size ( l x d x h ) : 
14.5” x 5.7” x 7.3” (Locomotive)
12” x 8.5” x 9.8” (Air ship)
9.2” x 4.6” x 13.6” (Pendulum Clock)
8” x 5” x 10” (Owl Clock)
8.6” x 1.5” x 5” (Vitascope)
4” x 5” x 3” (Treasure Box)
Weight : 1.75~3.25bs.

Manufacturer : Robotime

ROKR is a mechanical gear kit made from laser cut wood. 
Locomotive, air ship, and pendulum clock includes spring 
unit to wind up and move the gears!

Locomotive
ROKR-LOCO

350 pcs

Air Ship
ROKR-ARSP

229 pcs

Best 

Seller!

Vitascope
ROKR-VITA

183 pcs

Turn the hand crank to project 
a short clip using the included 
film! No battery necessary.

Moves forward and spins the propeller 
with spring wind-up mechanism

Wind up the spring to let the gears work the 
wheels and move it forward!
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Pendulum Clock
ROKR-CLCK

169 pcs

Robotime

Shot Gun
ROKR-SGUN

170 pcs

Revolver
ROKR-REVO

102 pcs

Material : wood, spring
Package Size ( l x w x h) : 
18” x 6” x 1.5” (Shot Gun)
9” x 6” x 1.5” (Revolver)
Package Contents : 
laser cut wood sheets, springs, 
rubber bands
Assembled Size ( l x d x h ) : 
17” x 2.4” x 3.6” (Shot Gun)
8.6” x 1.5” x 5” (Revolver)
Weight : 1.6 lbs. (Shot Gun)
0.7 lbs. (Revolver)

Manufacturer : Robotime

Assemble your own rubber band gun that you can load 
multiple shots at once.

Owl Clock
RBTM-LK503

161 pcs

Treasure Box
RBTM-LK502

158 pcs

Spring wind-up pendulum mechanism Battery powered clock + wind-up timer

Build your own treasure chest with 
dual storage space. Choose your 
own combination from 810 codes.
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Robotime

Material : wood, vinyl (Gramohone)
Package Size ( l x w x h) : 
18.7” x 12.2” x 2.5” (The Globe)
12.5” x 9.3” x 3.3” (Gramophone)
Package Contents : 
laser cut wood sheets, 3 vinyl 
records (Gramophone only)
Assembled Size ( l x d x h ) : 
12.8” x 11.4” x 20.5” (The Globe)
9” x 10.3” x 17” (Gramophone)
Weight : 
7.9 lbs. (The Globe)
2.4 lbs. (Gramophone)

Manufacturer : Robotime

Gramophone
(hand crank ver.)
RBTM-LKB001

424 pcs
The Globe
RBTM-ST002

567 pcs

The Gambler

RBTM-SD001

122 pcs

The Slayer

RBTM-SD002
141 pcs

The Robot
RBTM-SD003

92 pcs

Material : wood, 4 discs
Package Size ( l x w x h) : 
16.4” x 12.2” x 2.2”
Package Contents : 
laser cut wood sheets, springs, 
rubber bands
Assembled Size ( l x d x h ) : 
15.7” x 11.8” x 3”
Weight : 3.7~5 lbs.

Manufacturer : Robotime

Rotate the lever to play the 

record with real sound!

ROKR Da Vinci’s Drawing MachineROKR Da Vinci’s Drawing Machine
Install one of the programming disks and watch the magic hand Install one of the programming disks and watch the magic hand 
draw artistic sketches automatically as you hand crank the knob draw artistic sketches automatically as you hand crank the knob 
and move the gears. Inspired by Leonardo’s mechanical knight and move the gears. Inspired by Leonardo’s mechanical knight 
from 1495, each kit includes 4 disks that can draw a skull, horse, from 1495, each kit includes 4 disks that can draw a skull, horse, 
flower and a lady (same disks include in each kit).flower and a lady (same disks include in each kit).
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Robotime

Marble Run (Marble Squad)
ROKR-MRBL 239 pcs

Marble Parkour
RBTM-LG501

233 pcs

Marble Explorer
RBTM-LG503 219 pcs Marble Climber

ROKR-MRBL
227 pcs

ROKR marble madness series combines art, physics and engineering. Build the set, crank ROKR marble madness series combines art, physics and engineering. Build the set, crank 
the handle and watch marbles run down the slopes racing each other in twisting turns. the handle and watch marbles run down the slopes racing each other in twisting turns. 

ROKR Marble MadnessROKR Marble Madness
Material : wood, plastic, metal
Package Size ( l x w x h) : 
12.5” x 9” x 2”
Package Contents : 
laser cut wood sheets, plastic 
stoppers, metal ball 
Assembled Size ( l x d x h ) : 
10” x 9” x 7” (estimate)
Weight : 2 lbs.

Manufacturer : Robotime
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Grand Prix Car
RBTM-MC401

220 pcs

Heavy Truck
RBTM-MC502

286 pcs
Army Field Car

RBTM-MC701
369 pcs

Prime Steam Express
ROKR-PRST 308 pcs

ROKR scale model series are self-ROKR scale model series are self-
assembled wooden puzzles featuring assembled wooden puzzles featuring 
replicas of classic vehicles and are replicas of classic vehicles and are 
designed with exquisite tails packed designed with exquisite tails packed 
into a miniature size. into a miniature size. 

ROKR Scale Model VehicleROKR Scale Model Vehicle

Material : wood
Package Size ( l x w x h) : 
9” x 6” x 0.5”
Package Contents : 
laser cut wood sheets
Assembled Size ( l x d x h ) : 
12” x 2.6” x 6” (Prime Steam)
7.4” x 3” x 2.4” (Grand Prix)
8.8” x 2.9” x 3.9” (Heavy Truck)
7.4” x 4” x 3.5” (Field Army Car)

Manufacturer : Robotime

Robotime
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ROKR Music BoxROKR Music Box

Air Control Tower
RBTM-AMK41

255 pcs

Carousel
RBTM-AMK62

384 pcs

Victorian Lantern
RBTM-AMK61

220 pcs

Secret Garden
RBTM-AMK52

315 pcs

Starry Night
RBTM-AMK51

220 pcs

Build your own music box from Build your own music box from 
wooden puzzle sheet. Each wooden puzzle sheet. Each 
model rotates and plays music model rotates and plays music 
as the springs unwind.as the springs unwind.

Material : wood, metal
Package Size ( l x w x h) : 
15.6” x 9” x 2”
10.7”x7.6”x2.7” (Starry Night)
Package Contents : 
laser cut wood sheets, music box unit
Assembled Size ( l x d x h ) : 
5.3” x 5.3” x 5.5” (Secret Garden)
7.7” x 7.7” x 10” (Air Control Tower)
5.3” x 5.3” x 6” (Starry Night)
6.7” x 6.7” x 9.3” (Carousel)
5.5” x 4.5” x 11.8” (Victorian Lantern)

Manufacturer : Robotime

Robotime
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Rolife modern 3D puzzle series is just what traditional puzzlers Rolife modern 3D puzzle series is just what traditional puzzlers 
expect from wooden puzzles. With the intricate design coupled expect from wooden puzzles. With the intricate design coupled 
with our cutting edge laser cut technology, these puzzles are with our cutting edge laser cut technology, these puzzles are 
great for all ages and can be used as a home decore once great for all ages and can be used as a home decore once 
complete!complete!

Japanese Ship
RBTM-TG307

91 pcsSail Ship
RBTM-TG305

118 pcs

Material : wood
Package Size ( l x w x h) : 
9” x 6” x 0.5”
Package Contents : 
laser cut wood sheets
Assembled Size ( l x d x h ) : 
8” x4” x 6” (estimate)

Manufacturer : Robotime

Robotime

Fishing Ship
RBTM-TG308

104 pcs Cruise Ship
RBTM-TG306

145 pcs

Rolife Modern 3D PuzzlesRolife Modern 3D Puzzles
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Robotime

Leaning Tower of Pisa
RBTM-TG304 137 pcs

Biplane
RBTM-TG301

145 pcs

Gramophone (puzzle ver.)
RBTM-TG408 122 pcs

Arc deTriomphe
RBTM-TG502

118 pcs

Ferris Wheel
RBTM-TG401

232 pcs

Pumpkin Cart
RBTM-TG302 182 pcs

Eiffel Tower
RBTM-TG501 122 pcs
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Robotime

DINOROID is a wooden dinosaur craft kit that can be assembled 
without using any tools!* The kit includes wooden sheets with die-cut 
pieces that simply pop out as well as a motor which allows them to 
walk after assembly! The T-rex and mammoth kits even come with  
speakers and sound sensors allowing it to react to the number of 
claps it hears to start walking and roaring toward you!

T-rex
RBTM-TREX

85 pcs

Mammoth
RBTM-MMTH

89 pcs

#1 Best 

Seller!
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Material : wood
Package Size ( l x w x h ):
9.25” x 6.3” x 2.8” (walking & roaring series)
9.25” x 6.3” x 1.8” (walking series)
Package Contents:
wood sheets, motor assembly, 
sound sensor/speaker (walking & roaring 
series)
Assembled Size : 
12.5” x 4.75” x 9” (T-rex)
9” x 3.5” x 6.25” (Mammoth)
12” x 3.25” x 5” (Stegosaurus, Triceratops)
Weight : 23 oz. (walking & roaring series)
14 oz. (walking series)

Manufacturer : Robotime

* Requires AAA batteries (not included)

Robotime

Triceratops
RBTM-TCTP

41 pcs

Stegosaurus
RBTM-STGS

40 pcs
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Rolife miniature dollhouse series is a collection of unique DIY 
kits where all the components are designed to be put together 
by yourself! With all the variety ranging from cafes to flower 
shops, this kit is ideal 
for craft lovers from 
kids to adults alike!

Joy’s Living Room
RBTM-DG141 214 pcs

Emily’s Flower Shop
RBTM-DG145 258 pcs

Nancy’s Bake Shop
RBTM-DG143 172 pcs

Carl’s Fruit Shop
RBTM-DG142 206 pcs

Material : wood
Package Size ( l x w x h) : 
12.6” x 8.2” x 2~3”
Package Contents : 
laser cut wood sheets, fabric, 
led (select styles)
Assembled Size ( l x d x h ) : 
8” x8” x 8” (estimate)

Manufacturer : Robotime

Robotime

Dora’s Loft
RBTM-DG12

171 pcs
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Miller’s Garden
RBTM-DG108

210 pcs
Simon’s Coffee Shop

RBTM-DG109
203 pcs

Balcony Daydream
RBTM-DGM05 80 pcs

Cathy’s Flower House
RBTM-DG104 231 pcs

Robotime

Sam’s Study
RBTM-DG102

221 pcs

Dessert Shop
RBTM-DGM06

99 pcs
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KAMIKARA is action paper craft kits designed by KAMIKARA is action paper craft kits designed by 
Japanese paper engineer Haruki Nakamura. Each kit is Japanese paper engineer Haruki Nakamura. Each kit is 
intuitively designed and easy to build without requiring intuitively designed and easy to build without requiring 
any tools. Enjoy the next generation of paper crafts!any tools. Enjoy the next generation of paper crafts!

KAMIKARA

Material : paper, rubber band
Package Size ( l x w ) :
9” x 8” x 0.25”
Assembled Size ( l x w x h ) :
7” x 7” x 5.5” (penguin)
7” x 6” x 4” (squid)
4.5” x 6” x 3” (armadillo)
3” x 3” x 5” (zombie)
Weight : 0.7 oz.

Manufacturer : Magnote

KAMIKARA
Ation Paper Crafts

Each KAMIKARA paper craft kits feature unique automata 
adding action to built models. Originally designed by 
renowned action paper craft Meister, Haruki Nakamura, 
this product is officially licensed under his supervision and 
repackaged for world-wide release.

KARAKURI CIRCUS

Kit includes perforated paper sheets, rubber band, 
and English pictorial instructions. Once the paper 
pieces are popped out, each of them that require folds 
are scored for easy assembly. A paper hook tool is 
included in the kit to assist installing the rubber band.

NEXT GEN ORIGAMI

Origami and paper craft kits are beloved by all ages 
regardless of gender. The additional action element 
invented by Haruki in each of the KAMIKARA series 
adds the extra surprise for viewers and satisfaction 
for builders beyond normal origami paper crafting, 
making it ideal for birthday gifts, party favors, stocking 
stuffers, game prizes, and more.

FUN GIFT FOR ALL AGES
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KOTO

Put the penguin’s head down and push 
it down to lock it flat. With the right side 
up, drop it down on a flat surface to see 
the penguin spring pop back up!

Poppin’ Penguin
KMKR-PPPG

SEE IT IN ACTION!SEE IT IN ACTION!

Flatten the squid to lock position 
and let it stand. Tilt it back and see it 
complete a summersault!

Gently press the zombie’s stomach flat 
to reveal what’s behind his face!

Lightly tap the back of the armadillo and 
see it curl and roll up into a ball!

Rollin’ Armadillo
KMKR-RLAD

SEE IT IN ACTION!SEE IT IN ACTION!

Flippin’ Squid
KMKR-FPSQ

SEE IT IN ACTION!SEE IT IN ACTION!

Shockin’ Zombie
KMKR-SKZB

SEE IT IN ACTION!SEE IT IN ACTION!
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Package contains paper pipes, 
some drilled with holes.

1.

Cut the pipes and connect the 
pieces. No glue or tape needed.

2.

3. All you need is 30 minutes to 
assemble and enjoy crafting!

PIPEROID is a paper robot craft kit for both kids and adults.

All you need is a pair of scissors. Just cut, fold, and connect the pipes to 
build your own robot with movable joints in less than 30 minutes!

Each character has a unique background story, and after assembly it can 
be used as an accent for home or office decor and even as a memo holder.

PIPEROID Store Display Case
(3.5” x 3.5” x 4.5”)

PIPEROID 8-peg Spinner Display
(9” diameter, 24” high)

Display samples can sit
on spinner display

KOTO
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Material : paper
Package Size ( l x w ) :
10.6” x 2.8”
Assembled Size ( l x w x h ) :
2” x 1” x 3”
Weight : 0.7 oz.

Manufacturer : KOTO

PIPEROID 
characters

KOTO

Costume Players

Hard-to-please Dracky, always-positive Wolffy, 
and big-but-timid Franky are three best buddies. 
After going to their first ever Halloween party, 
they all got hooked on dressing up and now wear 
their costumes all year along. These days they 
are starting to forget their original personalities.

PPRD-DWFY
Dracky & Wolffy & Franky

Robot Doctor & His Assistant

Joe is a robot doctor who enjoys a slow life operating 
a robot repair shop in town with his assistant Boxy. 
He is the very first PIPEROID, and took the world by 
the storm at the time, but he has forgotten it all after 
hitting his head a while back. 

PPRD-JOBX
Dr. Joe & Boxy

Candy, Macaron, and Cookie are three sisters who are so obsessed 
with taking photogenic shots that they have now gone viral on 
the Internet. While their brother Muffin complains about being 
forced to take their pictures everyday, he can sense his talent as a 
photographer has been improving.

Photogenic Sisters & Their Brother PPRD-SWTS
Sweets & Co.
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Rokusuke is a Kabukimono - a member of a group of 
jobless samurai warriors, or ronin, who are known by 
their violent acts and exotic fashions. Being always 
full of energy, he often gets himself in trouble except 
when his dog Hachi, who he adores excessively, is 
with him. 

He flaunts his sword that he carries at all times, but 
it’s actually so long that he can’t brandish it himself.

#2 Best 

Seller!

Rokusuke & Hachi
Samurai & His Dog

Dr. Penk is a little genius professor. Always 
devoting himself to research, he shows no 
interest in fame despite many fans calling him 
“So cute!!” On the other hand, there is Goriborg, 
a robot built by Dr. Penk. As a Super Robot, he 
was built with the mission of invading the Earth 
under Dr. Penk’s command. However things 
aren’t working as expected so far...

Dr. Penk & Goriborg
The Professor & His Robot

#3 Best 

Seller!

Leader of the hard rock band ‘Guyzer & Hell 
Brothers’, anyone who’s heard his music 
loves his tunes hands down - or so he 
dreams. Currently he’s looking for additional 
members in his band, as his apprentice 
Bean is his only fan at this time.

Guyzer & Bean
Rock Star & His Only Fan 

#1 Best 

Seller!

PPRD-GZBN

PPRD-RSHC

PPRD-PKGB

KOTO
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Sax player Tenor stands out with his unique hairstyle 
and loud laugh. But actually he is timid inside and 
always gets nervous before he goes on stage. He 
can calm himself down when he pets his cat, Silky, 
but the moody cat doesn’t always allow him to do 
that. On those days, Tenor’s performance on stage 
is as sad as it can get . . .

Tenor & Silky
Jazzman & His Cat

Bunny siblings Lop and Dwarf are anxiously 
waiting to meet Snow Giant, who comes 
from nowhere during the snow season. No 
one knows who he is or where he comes 
from, but none of that really matters to the 
bunnies. All you can hear is them having fun 
all winter. “Let’s have a snow fight!” 

Snow Giant & 
Lop & Dwarf
Snowman & Bunny Siblings

PPRD-TNSL

PPRD-SGLD

Captain Drill is a pirate who has traveled 
across the seven seas. Being famous for his 
short temper, in a fit of frustration, he threw his 
drill around and sank his own ship, forcing him 
to live on the shore.  

His partner Repeat often impersonates 
his voice and issues commands - creating 
confusion amongst the captain’s henchmen.

Captain Drill & 
Repeat
Pirate & His Partner

PPRD-CDRP

KOTO
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Hana works in a local tea cafe with the cafe 
mascot, a pet sparrow named Suzu. Hana 
has a crush on Rokusuke, a rōnin (masterless 
samurai). Whenever he stops by for a drink, 
she gets overly excited and ends up brewing 
his tea too strong, giving him bad impression 
of their tea.

Hana & Suzu
Waitress & Her Pet Sparrow

PPRD-HNSZ

Linda has created her own following and has 
established herself as “Robot Punk Idol,” but 
not without her manager Doby. With his brilliant 
negotiating and deal-closing skills, Doby has been 
able to win many contracts for Linda, despite the 
challenge of being a new music genre.

Linda & Doby
Punk Rock Idol & Her Manager

PPRD-LDBY

Andy & Pino
Art Prodigy & Wooden Doll Model

PPRD-ADPN

Andy is a famous art prodigy with such talent 
that he can literally bring his works to life --- 
even a wooden doll he created as a motif for his 
paintings. The doll was named Pino,  and he likes 
to pull pranks by telling witty lies to people. Lately, 
it seems like Pino’s nose has grown taller... 

KOTO
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Octo and Deca both work at an aquarium. 
Being the elder of the two, Octo always comes 
up with pranks and forces Deca to play along 
with him. This time they have gone out on a 
mission to pat a sleeping shark on the head.

Octo & Deca
Mischievous Octopus & Crab Buddies

PPRD-OCDC

Members of the hip-hop trio Bad Animals are all 
ready for the stage, combining agile MC Lyric, 
the delicate touch of MC Hook, and groovy 
selections from DJ Track. Currently going through 
hip-hop magazines to decide which competition 
to attend next.

Lyric & Hook & Track
Hip Hop Trio

PPRD-LHTK

KOTO

Courageous Teddy and intelligent Hoot 
pride themselves as being the best park 
rangers in town, protecting the wildlife from 
evil. However with the lack of incidents 
these days, they are left with too much 
time on their hands, making them seriously 
consider turning each other into bad guys.

Park Ranger Duo
Teddy & Hoot PPRD-TDHT
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The popular duos are members of the 
world’s smallest circus troupe. Angry is 
gifted with tremendous skills but is a bit 
hard to get along with---often times blowing 
up at someone. In trying to entertain Angry 
every day, Funny has naturally developed 
his skills as a clown and now stands at a 
world-class level.

Funny & Angry
Circus Duo

Tengking and his apprentice Tsubuten are a 
troublesome duo who plays pranks everywhere 
they travel. If a pencil is unexpectedly swapped 
with a pen, or an eraser that was in front of you 
suddenly disappears, it’s likely that this duo played 
some role in the act.

Tengking & Tsubuten
Goblin & His Apprentice

Smoke is always serious and hard-working. 
His desire to master ninja techniques in a quiet 
and peaceful environment is often interrupted 
by Bill, who babbles all day long. Perhaps he’s 
bored with the reality of a ninja life which isn’t as 
exciting as the ones he’s been fascinated by in 
the comic books.

Smoke & Bill
Ninja Mates

PPRD-TKTT

PPRD-SMBL

PPRD-FNAG

KOTO
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The masked wrestler brothers Super Red & El Blue 
have been training in the recesses of the mountains 
since childhood, so they have yet to make their ring 
debut. They humbly tell people, “We have a long 
way to go,” but they are the only ones who haven’t 
realized how fiercely strong they really are.

Super Red & El Blue
Masked Wrestlers

PPRD-SREB

KOTO

Samurai Warrior Kojiro carries an extra long 
sword and strolls around with Butcher - a 
bulldog with sharp teeth that can even crack 
a rock. They boast to be the strongest in 
the village, but in reality Kojiro is actually a 
novice with swords, and Butcher has a timid 
heart being afraid to fight even toy poodles.

Kojiro & Butcher
Samurai Warrior & His Bulldog

PPRD-KJBC

Dr. Penk is out on a mission, exploring old historic 
ruins never found before. To help his journey, he 
developed a super powerful robot, Bearborg, and 
equipped him with a “bear claw” on the right paw 
to open up any terrain standing in front of them. 
However, the robot easily gets distracted by honey 
combs, slowing down the mission to a crawl.

Dr. Penk & Bearborg
The Professor & His Robot Bear

PPRD-PKBB
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PIPEROID 
classics
Material : paper
Package Size ( l x w ) :
10.6” x 2.8”
Assembled Size ( l x w x h ) :
2.5” x 1.5” x 3.5”
Weight : 0.7 oz.

Manufacturer : KOTO

Mantis Harry

Powerful and enthusiastic - Joe often 
overworks and gets excited to the 
point that he can’t pay attention to his 
surroundings, ending up in another’s way.

Muscle Joe PPRD-MSJO

PPRD-MTHR

KOTO

Geeky and loves to eat - Bull is rather lazy and 
stays home most of the time. His favorite activity 
these days is to veg out in front of the TV.

Cannon Bull

A girl robot who loves to love - Rose recently got hooked 
on fortune telling. She easily falls in love with good-
looking machines and robots, making aggressive moves 
to win their hearts.

Hammer Rose

Jet Jonathan PPRD-JTJN

PPRD-HMRS

PPRD-CNBL

The original five PIPEROIDs are back! Despite it’s simpler 
design and lack of the side-kicks included in the newer 
PIPEROID characters series, all the base elements including 

their moveable joints and easy to build 
instructions without using tape or glue are 

the same! The size is even slightly bigger 
than the newer series since they use the 
same number of paper pipes.

Good Design Award 
2007 Recipient

Gossipy and always at liberty - Jonathan 
flies around gathering gossip from around 
the world.

Intelligent - Harry keeps himself busy and gets impatient 
when he isn’t solving math problems or working on his 
daily schedule.
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KOTO

Material : paper
Package Size ( l x w ) :
10.6” x 2.8”
Assembled Size ( l x w x h ) :
2” x 1” x 3”
Weight : 0.6 oz.

Manufacturer : KOTO

PIPEROID 
friends

PIPEROID friends is a result of collaboration and partnership 
with third parties who we have worked together to bring 
licensed characters to the world of PIPEROID. 

© Crypton Future Media, INC. www.piapro.net

Miku & Luka
PPRF-MKLK

Rin & Len
PPRF-RNLN

Alternate 
expressions 
included!

Eva-00 Rei &
Eva-02 Asuka
PPRF-EV00

Eva-01 Shinji &
Mark.06 Kaworu
PPRF-EV01

“Evangelion” has been a worldwide 
famous Japanese animation TV 
series since its first broadcast as 
“Neon Genesis EVANGELION” 
in 1995. Staging a world after 
experiencing the most catastrophic 
“Second Impact” in human history, 
the story depicts successive wars 
between the 14-years-old teenage 
pilots of giant bio machines called 
EVANGELIONS and the mysterious 
ANGELs. A new film series called 
“Rebuild of Evangelion” was released 
in 2007. Three in the series were 
already released, heating up further 
the then well permeated popularity 
amongst its wide range of viewers, 
regardless of age or gender.

Hatsune Miku is the SOFTWARE 
that enables anyone to make it sing 
by entering lyrics and melodies. As 
Hatsune Miku also attracts attention 
as a CHARACTER, the creative 
phenomenon centering on her has 
been growing all over the world.

* “Kagamine Rin”, “Kagamine Len”, 
“Megurine Luka”, “MEIKO” and 
“KAITO” are also virtual singers 
developed by Crypton Future Media, 
INC.

© khara
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Material : paper
Package Size ( l x w ) :
10.6” x 2.8”
Assembled Size ( l x w x h ) :
2” x 1” x 3”
Weight : 0.5 oz.

Manufacturer : KOTO

KOTO

Dachshund
PPRA-DCHD

Beagle
PPRA-BEGL

Pug
PPRA-PUGG

PPRA-CRGI
Corgi

Shiba Inu
PPRA-SHBA

French Bull
PPRA-FCBG

Schnauzer
PPRA-SHNZ

Golden Retriever
PPRA-GRTV
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KOTO

Calico
PPRA-CLCO

Silver Tabby
PPRA-STBY

Orange Tabby
PPRA-OTBY

Black Cat
PPRA-BCAT

White Cat
PPRA-WCAT

Siamese
PPRA-SIAM

PIPEROID ANIMALS is our latest addition to the PIPEROID series featuring animals! Just 
like the original PIPEROIDs, package includes pre-rolled pipes with holes, and the only 
tool needed for assembly is a pair of scissors. All the joints can move freely, so have your 
favorite ANIMALS take on any pose you wish!
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JIGZLE x
Material : paper 
Package Size ( l x w) : 6.5” x 4.5”
Package Contents : 
2 laser cut paper sheets
Assembled Size ( l x d x h ) : 
2.6” x 1” x 1.5”
Weight : 1 oz.

Manufacturer : Starlite

lion
JGZL-MFLO

miffy (standing)
JGZL-MFSD

miffy (sitting)
JGZL-MFST

snuffy
JGZL-MFSF

turtle
JGZL-MFTT

elephant
JGZL-MFEP

* miffy (sitting) comes with attachment 
piece to sit on elephant or turtle

Starlite

Best 

Seller!
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Write a personal note on the mini message card and 
send it along with the wood board in a envelope 
included in the package. 

The recipient can simply pop out the wooden letters 
and in a few minutes assemble them together without 
glue or tape to build a messenger robot that can even 
hold your note! 

PLAY-DECO - Greeting
Material : paper, wood
Package Size ( l x w ) : 8.5” x 6.5”
Package Contents :
1 wood sheet, mini message card, 1 envelope, 
instruction sheet, large message card (SF/
NY only)
Assembled Size ( l x w x h ) : 1.2” x 1.2” x 2”
Weight : 2.3 oz.

Manufacturer : twelvetone

twelvetone

New York
PYDG-WNYC

San Francisco
PYDG-WSFO

Congratulations
PYDG-CGRT

Thank You
PYDG-THKU

PYDG-BDOR (orange)
Happy Birthday

PYDG-BDGR (green)
PYDG-BDPK (pink) * Birthday available in orange, green, and orange.

We Do 

Custom 

Designs
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